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Intuitive Universal Forecasting Solution

Universal forecasting solution that combines the power of Microsoft data tools with an intuitive
user experience that is flexible enough to serve most business needs.

The Problem
Forecasting should be simple but is a complicated hassle. The data
you need for the big picture is stored in lots of different systems. The
systems are specialized for specific tasks and don't talk to each
other. None has the power and flexibility to pull it all together. Even
if they are all wired up to analytics, it’s still not enough. You still need
to manage the forecasting process. The source data doesn’t have
everything you need. Managers must assign probabilities based on
their experience and judgment. Values need to be spread over time
for cashflow and revenue projections. Forecasting is specific to your
business and because other systems don’t do this well, it requires
undue time and resources to manage.

The Solution

A standalone forecasting solution that is simple to use, but flexible
enough to structure and streamline your forecasting process. That
leverages powerful Microsoft data tools to get data from point
solutions. A solution that makes it simple to enhance existing data
by spreading units or money over time, assigning probabilities,
what-if values and other meta data not in the other systems. That
automatically snapshots data, stores it in human readable format in
your Office 365 tenant. Now your business can deploy the true
power of Analytics and AI.

Why Apogos


Purpose-built to
streamline forecasting



Automations for data
management



Designed to leverage
Microsoft data tools



Limitless Extensibility



Easy to get Started,
Easy to Deploy, Easy to
Maintain



Works seamlessly with
other Apogos Modules



Out of the Box Analytics

How Does it Work
Apogos is a Solution that is installed on Power Apps. Power Apps
is part of Microsoft Office and their Power Platform. Microsoft
provides the Platform and Apogos Provides the Business Logic.
This approach is the most efficient, powerful and comprehensive
way to automate your project delivery. It installs in minutes, is cost
effective and future proof. Users simply use their current
username and password and everything works with Outlook,
Teams etc.,

The Bigger Picture
Apogos can be used out of the box, but it is designed for flexibility and extensibility. Customers
optimize their project delivery by configuring the solution to their exact needs. It is Power Platform
native and automatically works with Power BI, Power Automate and Power Platform based
Dynamics products. It is part of Office 365 and fully integrated into Outlook, Teams etc.,

The data is in your tenant of Office 365. Leverage tools like Power BI, AI and Power Automate to
gain insights and create automations without needing professional developers. Out of box data
connections and tools consolidates your data. There is no limit to how far you can go.

How to Get Started
Find out quickly if Apogos is right for you. Free trials, quick installation and an Agile Proof of
Concept will help you determine if Apogos is the right fit.
Our proof of concept approach is simple:
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